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a mixture of accustic folk pop, and a sent of country, and easy listening 15 MP3 Songs FOLK: Gentle,

FOLK: Folk Pop Details: Well here it is a copolation of all my songs of the past 5 or 6 years Hope you

fans and friends enjoy this cd . It,s been a lot of hard work ,but well worth the engery I,ve invested , It,s

also been a lot of fun This cd 10 will go into digital distrabution some time in jan. 2005. not much to add at

the moment on this perhaps in a few days i,ll think of somthing you can buy this CD from digital services

like itunesin a few weeks .Well I thought I would add a little more information to this .As of now this CD is

in didital dietrbution at these digital download services .itunes, napster.mperia.com,and about fifteen other

digital downloading stores . also in about 10 countries. just a few days ago I finished a song to go on my

12 cd I can,t say when that cd will come out ,but it could be 3 months to 6 months denpending on when

the spirit moves me to write a few more songs.I also donates 10 of cover song downloads to ST JUDE

CHILDRENS RESEARCH HOSPITAL every month for songs like (sounds of silence) and (knocking on

heavens door) Anyway the name of the I just finished is called (Going On A Jurney). hope I spelled that

right. Please check out one of my most informative web site,s at maxpages.com/waltergoulet My I sujest

it would help haveing pop up blocker when visiting this maxpages site. thank you fans and firends for

buying my music downloads walter goulet folk signer/ song writer
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